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Executive Summary 
Objective To determine the compliance of a ventilated and insulated fa9ade system and utilising K15 

phenolic insulation for use on multi-storey buildings with the requirements of the Building 
Regulations for England and Wales as defined in Approved Document B and with NHBC 
standards. The fagade is faced with either brickwork, Aquila rainscreen or Copper cladding 

Generic Description 
The brick faced system 
build up comprises: 

• A plaster skim over 
a double layer of 12.5mm 
thick GTEC gypsum 
wallboard, (outer layer is 
vapour board type) 
staggered joints and with 
tape and joint finish, 
fastened back to the 
brickwork facing. 
• In some cases, an 
18mm plywood within stud 
(for fixing) 
• 100mm LGS metal 
studwork framing 
• 50mm Class A l 
Non combustible stone 
wool within LGS studwork 

12.5mm GTEC 
weather defence board 
• 80mm Phenolic 
Foam (Kingspan Kooltherm 
K15) 
• Breather Membrane 
• Cavity barriers 
installed at each floor level 
and vertically to zone the 
cavity. Rockwool TCB with 
intumescent. 
• Ancon channel 
restraint system to tie 
insulation to brickwork. 
• 52mm cavity 
• Brickwork 

Generic Description 
The Aquila rainscreen 
system build up comprises: 

• A plaster skim over 
a double layer of 12.5mm 
thick GTEC gypsum 
wallboard, (outer layer is 
vapour board type) 
staggered joints and with 
tape and joint finish, 
fastened back to the 
brickwork facing. 
• In some cases, an 
18mm plywood within stud 
(for fixing) 
• 100mm LGS metal 
studwork framing 
• 100mm Class A l 
Non combustible stone 
wool within LGS studwork 

12.5mm GTEC 
weather defence board 
• 110mm Phenolic 
Foam (Kingspan Kooltherm 
K15) 
• Breather Membrane 
• Cavity barriers 
installed at each floor level 
and vertically to zone the 
cavity. Mineral fibre with 
intumescent. 
• Vertical support 
rails on helping hands fixed 
back to structure. 
• 52mm cavity 
• Carea cladding 

Generic Description 
The Copper cladding 
system build up comprises: 

• A plaster skim over 
a double layer of 12.5mm 
thick GTEC gypsum 
wallboard, (outer layer is 
vapour board type) 
staggered joints and with 
tape and joint finish, 
fastened back to the 
brickwork facing. 
• In some cases, an 
18mm plywood within stud 
(for fixing) 
• 100mm LGS metal 
studwork framing 
• 100mm Class A l 
Non combustible stone 
wool within LGS studwork 

12.5mm GTEC 
weather defence board 
• 110mm Phenolic 
Foam (Kingspan Kooltherm 
K15) 
• Breather Membrane 
• Cavity barriers 
installed at each floor level 
and vertically to zone the 
cavity. Mineral fibre with 
intumescent. 
• Vertical support 
rails on helping hands fixed 
back to structure. 
• Min. 40mm cavity 
• 18mm plywood 
• Aurubis Preoxidised 
copper 
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We consider that the information reviewed in this document is sufficient to 
allow a conclusion to be drawn that the fire performance of the sys tems 
described will be sufficient to meet the requirements of the Building 
Regulations for England and Wales for Ventilated Fagade Systems on high 
rise buildings and also the standards of NHBC (BCA Guidance Note 18 Use 
of Combustible Cladding Materials on Residential Building). 
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Introduction 
Terms Of Exova Warringtonfire have been instructed by Kingspan Insulation Ltd., to assess 
Reference ^ I e compliance of 3 external wall systems to be used in multistorey buildings (4 to 

9 storeys high) in the Limehouse Basin project to the requirements of the current 
Building Regulations for England and Wales following the guidance given in 
Approved Document B and to the standards of NHBC. The purpose of this report 
is to provide the assessment of performance requested in Option 3 of the NHBC 
letterdated April 01 2015. 

Introduction T h e fafade constructions include the use of an organic cellular foam, Kingspan 
Kooltherm K15 (referred to hereafter as K15), as the insulation. 

In buildings taller than 18 m, insulation materials in external wall systems should 
be of limited combustibility to meet the contemporary design guidance to the 
Building Regulations. The general intent is that buildings with a storey at a height 
of more than 18 m above the external access level cannot be easily reached by 
fire and rescue service equipment and personnel. Therefore the materials in the 
build up of external walls in buildings over 18m should be provided with means of 
reducing fire spread risk. 

For buildings in the Limehouse Basin project, this restriction is applicable. K15 
insulation has been proposed to meet the thermal insulation performance within 
this construction. This insulation product is based on a thermoset material 
(phenolic foam), which is organic in nature and therefore classed as combustible. 
It therefore does not meet with the fire strategy requirement given in the Building 
Regulations and is therefore required by NHBC to undergo either a fire test to BS 
8414 (Option2) or a desktop study (Option 3) in accordance with BCA Guidance 
Note 18 Use of Combustible Cladding Materials on Residential Building. 

There is a need to assess the Kingspan K15 insulation for suitability in these 
external fagade systems and to look at the overall potential performance of the 
total system based on various fire test reports. For a combustible material to be 
used at heights of over 18m the guidance given in the Building Regulations for 
England and Wales is that it should have a fire performance of at least Class 0 
when tested to BS 476 part 6 and 7 or B-s3,d2 when classified to BS EN 13501-1 
and in addition should be tested against BS 8414-2 and assessed against the 
requirements of BR 135. 
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Supporting Documentation 

The following reports and drawings have been used in this assessment of the ventilated external wall 
system which is proposed for use on high rise buildings in Limehouse Basin development. 

Product (Component Part of 
External Wall System) 

Reports and other Information Product (Component Part of 
External Wall System) Brickwork Copper Cladding Carea Cladding 

A plaster skim over a double 
layer of 12.5mm thick GTEC 
gypsum wallboard, (outer layer is 
vapour board type) staggered 
joints and with tape and joint 
finish, fastened back to the 
brickwork facing. 

Classified without further testing as A2-s1, dO 
Oommiss ion Decision yb/DOo/bO, as amenaea zOOO/bOo/bO 
And in addition 2 layers of 15mm wallboard gives 30 minutes integrity 

In some cases, an 18mm 
plywood within stud (for fixing) 

EWF Report 139536 to BS EN 13501-1, B-s2,d0 far eastern plywood 
dricon treated 
EWF Report 139539 to BS EN 13501-1, B-s1,d0 finish spruce plywood 
dricon treated 
Untreated - Commission decision 2007/348/EC CWFT, D-s2,d0 

100mm LGS metal studwork 
framing 

Class A l WF 316535 
BS 476 Part 21 60 minutes 

50mm (brickwork) or 100mm 
(Carea or Copper) Class A l Non 
combustible stone wool within 
LGS studwork 

Class A l 

12.5mm GTEC weather defence 
board 

Combustible 
R D A P o r H f l / " j t o 1 07/179'^ P l a c e n 
D D M oertincate i vm/oiass u 

80mm or 110mm Phenolic Foam 
(Kingspan Kooltherm K15) 

BBA Certificate 08/4582 
BRE Report 220876 to BS 8414-1 
BRE Report 293940 to BS8414-2 
BRE Report 297099 to BS8414-2 
AFITI Report 8482/11 to EN 1363-1 
BRE Report 218611 to BS EN 1364-1 
EWF Report 323655 to BS EN 1365-1 
BRE Report CC 301393 

Breather Membrane Tyvek - B-sl ,d0 Prufinstitut Hoch KB-Hoch-121266 
Cavity barriers installed at each 
floor level and vertically to zone 
the cavity. Rockwool with 
intumescent for Carea and 
Copper systems, Rockwool TCB 
alone for brickwork system. 

Lamatherm Class 0 material. 30 or 60 minutes integrity to BS 476 part 20 
and EN 1366-4:2006. EWF reports 157714 and 194496. 

Ancon channel restraint system 
to tie insulation to brickwork. 

Deemed to Satisfy A1 
Commission Decision 
96/603/EC, as 
amended 
2000/605/EC 
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Vertical support rails on helping 
hands fixed back to structure. 

Deemed to Satisfy A1 
Commission Decision 96/603/EC, as amended 
2000/605/EC 

1 Smm plywood EWF Report 139536 
to BS EN 13501-1, B-
s2,d0 far eastern 
plywood dricon treated 
EWF Report 139539 
toBS EN 13501-1, B-
s1,d0 finish spruce 
plywood dricon treated 
Untreated -
Commission decision 
2007/348/EC CWFT, 
D-s2,d0 

Aurubis Preoxidised copper Deemed to satisfy A1 
Commission Decision 
96/603/EC, as 
amended 
2000/605/EC 

Support system for plywood 
behind the copper (NV6) 

Aluminium -
Deemed to satisfy A1 
Commission Decision 
96/603/EC, as 
amended 
2000/605/EC 

Carea cladding LNE Classification 
report P113288 
B-sl ,d0 
BBA Certificate 
07/4417 

Brickwork Deemed to satisfy A1 
Commission Decision 
96/603/EC, as 
amended 
2000/605/EC 

1. BRE Test Report No 293940 

A fire test in accordance with BS8414 -2 (where the fagade system is mounted onto a steel 
structure rather than a masonry wall) was carried out on a Kingspan K15 insulated system with a 
ventilated Trespa Rainscreen facing. 

The system consisted of a double layer of wall board mounted onto a 150mm steel frame. The steel 
frame system (SFS) was installed between the floor slab hangers on the main wall with horizontal base 
and head trackers fixed to the steel substrate. On the face of the steel frame was mounted 15mm thick 
cement sheathing board.. On this were mounted aluminium L and T rails. A single layer of 85mm K15 
Kooltherm insulation board was fixed to the sheathing board with screws and plastic washers, the 
aluminium helping hand brackets protruding through precut slots in the K15 board. The construction was 
faced with 15mm thick Trespa, a high pressure laminate, decorative rainscreen board. The reaction to 
fire performance of these boards is B-s1,d0. In the ventilated cavity, three horizontal fire breaks 
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(Lamatherm CW-RHS ventilated cavity barrier) were fixed to the sheathing board and three vertical non-

ventilated barriers were installed on the outer edges ofthe cladding and around the fire source hearth. 

2. BRE Test Report No 297099 

A fire test in accordance with BS8414-2 (where the fagade system is mounted onto a steel 
structure rather than a masonry wall) was carried out on a Kingspan K15 insulated system with a 
sheathing board of 12mm cement particleboard and a ventilated Terracotta tile facing. The fire test 
configuration was similar to that above except that the insulation was SOmm thick and the facing 
used was Taylor Maxwell (Argeton) Classico SOmm x 250mm x600mm tiles which were held in 
place using tile clips and Fixfast rivets which were fixed to the Taylor Maxwell Leg Tee support. 

3. BRE Test Report No 220876 

A fire test in accordance with BS8414 - 1 (where the fagade system is mounted onto a masonry 
wall) was carried out on a Kingspan K15 insulated system with a ventilated cement particle board 
facing. Panels were 1200mm x 900mm x 6mm thick. 

The system consisted of a single layer of 60mm K15 Kooltherm insulation board which was fixed 
to the masonry wall( a blockwork structure) with screws and plastic washers. An aluminium railing 
system was also mechanically fixed to the blockwork wall to which was fixed the 6mm thick 
cement particle boards at 600mm centres. The fire stopping was provided in the ventilated cavity 
and consisted of a graphite based intumescent strip bonded to nominal 0.6mm thick galvanised 
steel positioned horizontally above the fire chamber at a distance of 0.5m and 4m. 

4. WF Test Report No 323655 

A indicative fire test in accordance with EN 1363-1 on a Kooltherm K15 insulation without facing, to 
demonstrate integrity only. 

5. AFITI Test Report No 8482/11 

A fire test in accordance with EN 1365-1 on a load bearing wall assembly consisting of a stud 
partition wall with Kooltherm K15 insulation faced on the fire side with 9mm cement particleboard 
and on the non fire side with 2 layers of 12.5mm plasterboard. 
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Description of the Proposed System 
The proposed system comprises: 

Generic Description Generic Description Generic Description 
The brick faced system 
build up comprises: 

• A plaster skim over 
a double layer of 12.5mm 
thick GTEC gypsum 
wallboard, (outer layer is 
vapour board type) 
staggered joints and with 
tape and joint finish, 
fastened back to the 
brickwork facing. 
• In some cases, an 
18mm plywood within stud 
(for fixing) 
• 100mm LGS metal 
studwork framing 
• 50mm Class A l 
Non combustible stone 
wool within LGS studwork 

12.5mm GTEC 
weather defence board 
• 80mm Phenolic 
Foam (Kingspan Kooltherm 
K15) 
• Breather Membrane 
• Cavity barriers 
installed at each floor level 
and vertically to zone the 
cavity. Rockwool TCB with 
intumescent. 
• Ancon channel 
restraint system to tie 
insulation to brickwork. 
• 52mm cavity 
• Brickwork 

The Aquila rainscreen 
system build up comprises: 

• A plaster skim over 
a double layer of 12.5mm 
thick GTEC gypsum 
wallboard, (outer layer is 
vapour board type) 
staggered joints and with 
tape and joint finish, 
fastened back to the 
brickwork facing. 
• In some cases, an 
18mm plywood within stud 
(for fixing) 
• 100mm LGS metal 
studwork framing 
• 100mm Class A l 
Non combustible stone 
wool within LGS studwork 

12.5mm GTEC 
weather defence board 
• 110mm Phenolic 
Foam (Kingspan Kooltherm 
K15) 
• Breather Membrane 
• Cavity barriers 
installed at each floor level 
and vertically to zone the 
cavity. Mineral fibre with 
intumescent. 
• Vertical support 
rails on helping hands fixed 
back to structure. 
• 52mm cavity 
• Carea cladding 

The Copper cladding 
system build up comprises: 

• A plaster skim over 
a double layer of 12.5mm 
thick GTEC gypsum 
wallboard, (outer layer is 
vapour board type) 
staggered joints and with 
tape and joint finish, 
fastened back to the 
brickwork facing. 
• In some cases, an 
18mm plywood within stud 
(for fixing) 
• 100mm LGS metal 
studwork framing 
• 100mm Class A l 
Non combustible stone 
wool within LGS studwork 

12.5mm GTEC 
weather defence board 
• 110mm Phenolic 
Foam (Kingspan Kooltherm 
K15) 
• Breather Membrane 
• Cavity barriers 
installed at each floor level 
and vertically to zone the 
cavity. Mineral fibre with 
intumescent. 
• Vertical support 
rails on helping hands fixed 
back to structure. 
• Min. 40mm cavity 
• 18mm plywood 
• Aurubis Preoxidised 
copper 
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Assessment 

During the tests on the external wall systems in BRE reports nos 293940, 297099 and 220876, the 
maximum external air temperature at level 2 remained below the limit of 600 o C within 15 minutes o f the 
start time as did the temperature within the cavity between the external finish and the K15 insulation 
and the temperature at the mid depth of the insulation. The approximate maximum temperatures in 
each test at each location within the first 15 minutes of the test are tabulated below 

BRE Report No 293940 

(SFS system) 

BRE Report No 297099 

(SFS system) 

BRE Report No 220876 

(masonry system) 

Air Temperature 530 o C 420 o C 500 o C 

Mid Point Cavity 
Temperature 

140 oC 100 oC 380 o C 

Mid Point of Insulation 30 o C 60 o C 190 oC 

These tests determine the fire performance of the insulation within a cavity and illustrate which 
temperatures were recorded at the storey immediately above the fire source. The temperatures within 
the cavity are dependant on the nature of the fixing detail on the sill above the fire which should be that 
installed in practice as a window and also on the nature o f the facing used. 

There are a number of differences between the tested systems and the proposed system to be used in 
the Limehouse Basin project, the most important of which is the use of different facings on the external 
wall o f the system . Other differences can be summarized as follows: 

• The internal lining in the tests with SFS framework comprised a double layer of 12.5 mm 
Gyproc wallboard to which the SFS frame was directly fixed. This is replaced by a double layer 
12.5mm GTEC dB gypsum board which should provide the same degree of fire protection to 
the building as the Gyproc board. A double layer of gypsum board of 12.5mm provides 30 
minutes fire integrity therefore there is also some fire resistance protection between the cavity 
and the internal parts o f the building. 

• With the proposed system, a 100mm metal stud framework is used which is similar to the SFS 
system used in the tests. Attached to the studwork in certain areas are 18mm plywood panels 
with a fire performance of D-s2,d0. This is used for fixing and is located against the gypsum 
board on the interior face of the studwork which offers the wood protection in the event of fire 
on the interior of the building. Within the studwork is located 50 or 100mm thick stone wool 
(Rockwool RC3) which has an A l performance and is also thermal insulating acting as an 
effective barrier to the passage of flame. Therefore the lower fire performance of the plywood 
facing one side of the studwork would be mitigated by the fire performance of the two materials 
between which it is sandwiched. 
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• With the proposed system, one layer of 12.5mm GTEC weather Defence board is used on the 
non cavity side of the K15 foam. This has a reaction to fire classification of A l . These boards 
should perform at least as well as the tested 12mm cement board in the BS 8414 tests with the 
terracotta tiles. 

• W t h the tested systems, there is no infill to the SFS frame. With the proposed system the frame 
incorporates Class A l non combustible stone wool insulation which will significantly slow heat 
transfer to the gypsum board and hence the interior of the building and will act as a physical fire 
barrier in terms of integrity and penetration. 

• The K15 insulation was tested at thicknesses of 60, 80 and 85mm and will be used in the 
proposed systems at thicknesses of 80 and 110mm. The 110mm foam would be expected to 
perform in a similar manner to the 85 mm. In this construction, the foam is behind the cavity 
which rests behind a facing with either an A l or a Class 0 performance and in front of the 
studwork filled with mineral wool. The increased thickness o f the insulation will serve to protect 
the building itself by insulating it against heat transfer into the building slightly more than the 
thinner thicknesses and therefore the change should improve performance. K15 insulation is a 
thermosetting foam which tends to char under the influence of heat before being eventually 
combusted due to prolonged direct flame exposure. This however takes a period of time as can 
be demonstrated by the fire resistance test conducted on the Kingspan K15 insulation by AFITI 
where 100mm thick unfaced foam was exposed to the time temperature curve in EN1363- 1. 
After 30 minutes exposure to temperatures up to 830 o C, the foam, although very charred, was 
still in tact. Direct flame impingement onto the insulation should failure occur of the window 
soffit based should still provide 30 minutes protection into the building. The studwork is also 
filled with mineral wool which will also serve as protection to the internal lining ie the two 
12.5mm gypsum boards and building itself. 

• The system incorporates a breather membrane which will melt away under the influence of heat 
and has a tested classification of B-s1,d0 due to this behaviour. This was not present in the 
tests conducted to BS 8414 however its presence in this fagade system will not affect fire 
performance due to it melting and shrinking behavior 

• The systems in the tests conducted were clad on the exterior with either a Trespa (high 
pressure laminate) rainscreen system or a terracotta tile rainscreen system or cement particle 
board system. The proposed systems are either brick faced, or copper cladding on plywood 
substrate or a polyester resin based glass reinforced plastic cladding. 

• The brick is non combustible and deemed to be Class A1 and which should remain in place 
during any fire. We would therefore expect the external temperatures to be no higher than they 
were in the tests conducted on the terracotta tiles and less than those in the Trespa test due to 
the combustible nature of the facings. We would also expect that the performance of the 
cladding in protecting the cavity and the insulation behind would be more effective than the 
terracotta tiles and would therefore expect the cavity and the insulation temperatures to be 
lower than those in the tested systems. The K15 phenolic insulation is tied into the brickwork 
using an Ancon channel restraint system providing a stable mounting method which would be 
expected to remain so if fire were to enter the cavity. 

• For the copper covered plywood facing, the preoxidised copper is deemed to be fire class A l . 
Copper has a melting point of 1085 oC and due to its ability to conduct heat and the close 
proximity of a dense substrate it would be expected to resist the effects of flame impingement 
from the large crib on its face should this fagade have been tested to BS 8414. External 
thermocouples at level 1 (just above the fire source) show maximum temperatures of less than 
1000 o C therefore it would be expected that the copper metal will remain in place. The substrate 
to the copper is a vacuum impregnated (Dricon) plywood with a fire classification of B, which 
during the test due to passage of heat would be expected to char but not to flame from fire 
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attack on the copper facing. However the reverse face of the plywood is open to the cavity in 
the ventilated fagade system. Fire entering the cavity will impinge directly onto the wood. The 
wood has a class B-s2,d0 performance and is therefore combustible. From the test reports 
provided on the EN 13823 test the plywood did burn slowly under the influence of the I m high 
flame however a char was quickly established and the wood self-extinguished. It would be 
expected that this would happen within the cavity in the event of flames entering the void. Also 
any flaming should be confined to the storey in which flames entered due to the cavity barriers 
installed. The facing is fixed to vertical support rails on helping hand brackets back to the 
studwork structure. 

• The third facing to the fagade system for Limehouse Basin is a polyester glass fibre reinforced 
composite tile mounted on vertical support rails on helping hand brackets back to the studwork 
structure. The tiles have a fire performance of B-s1,d0 and are deemed therefore to be 
combustible. The fire performance o f the Carea interlocking cladding panels is the same as that 
for the Trespa product tested to 8414 however the sizes and thicknesses of the panels are 
smaller. The fire performance of the Carea system as a fagade can therefore be expected to be 
similar to the Trespa system however it would be expected that a smaller area of panel would 
be displaced due to size differences in the panels falling away. Due to the presence of the 
glass fabric in the make-up of the tiles, pieces of the panel would not be expected to be 
displaced, however on direct impingement of the flame from the wooden crib in the fire test the 
tiles would be expected to soften and lose their rigidity potentially allowing access of flames to 
the cavity behind and displacement of the whole tile in the area of direct flame impingement. 
The panels in the Carea system are also thinner than for the Trespa system therefore access of 
flames to the cavity would be expected to occur earlier in the test at the level of the building 
closest to the fire. Fire in the cavity would therefore be expected to enter through the facing 
material wherever there was sustained direct flame impingement on its face. In terms of the 
BS8414 test, however the fire spread in the cavity would be expected to remain within the first 
level due to tile remaining in place except in the area of direct flame impingement and the 
presence of the cavity barriers restricting cavity spread. 

• The cavity barriers in the tests conducted to BS8414-2 were mineral fibre batts fitted to full 
thickness of the ventilated cavity. The cavity barriers proposed are also mineral fibre batts with 
intumescent strips attached intended to be the fitted in the proposed system to prevent any 
potential fire spread can only occur in both a vertical direction. These cavity barriers allow a 
much greater freedom of movement of air in the cavity but in a fire situation, the intumescent 
strips close the cavity to prevent passage of smoke and flame. In a fire situation it would be 
expected that this type of barrier would be equally effective as the full depth cavity fire stops. 
The cavity barriers fitted in the vertical direction are full thickness barriers similar to those used 
in the tests conducted. 

Note: Cavity barriers should be fitted in accordance with section 9 of Approved Document B, 
volume 2. 
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Conclusion 
Opinion 1 1 ' s therefore our opinion that the brick, copper and Carea F R P panel faced 

Kingspan K15 insulated ventilated fagade system as proposed and as 
described for the Limehouse Basin project would satisfy the performance 
criteria detailed in B R 135 third edition, if tested against BS8414-2:2005. 

Validity of opinion This opinion is based on the requirements of BR 135, third edition and against the 
requirements of the Building Regulations for England and Wales based on the 
guidance given in Approved Document B to those regulations. 

The opinion has been formulated on the assumption that the information provided 
by the client was correct and issued by independent third parties and that the 
client was not aware of any information that could have been provided which may 
adversely affect the conclusions drawn in the assessment. 

This assessment is issued on the basis of test data and information available at 
the time of issue and provided by Kingspan Insulation Ltd. The assessment is 
invalidated if the proposed construction is subsequently tested since test data 
takes precedence over an expressed opinion. Any changes in the proposed 
system described in this assessment will invalidate this assessment. This 
assessment relates only to the design as detailed in this report and as used at 
Putney Plaza. 

This assessment has been carried out in accordance with the Fire Test Study 
Group Resolution No 82. It relates to the fire performance of the product and 
does not cover aspects of quality, durability, maintenance or service 
requirements. This assessment relates only to the specimen(s) assessed and 
does not by itself infer that the product is approved under any certification 
scheme. 

This report may only be reproduced in full. Extracts or abridgements shall not be 
published without permission of Exova Warringtonfire. 
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